ONE OF the interesting spaces in algebraic geometry is the quotient space of the Siegel upper half space E, under the action of the discrete group r, = Sp,(Z). In the language of algebraic geometry, this quotient space G,/F, is the coarse moduli space of principal polarized abelian varieties (for definition see [16]). More than thirty years ago, Satake discovered a natural compactification 6,*/r, of this space obtained by attaching lower dimensional Siegel spaces, so that as a set It was shown by Bore1 and Baily that the Satake compactification has the structure of a projective algebraic variety (see [2] ).
following: where deg xy + 2 = deg y4,t2 = 4j + 2. The paper is organized as follows. In the first section, we collect some facts about simplicial spaces and give two examples (1.3), (1.5) which will be used in subsequent sections. In $2, we explain the decomposition of G,*/r, into a simplicial space as described earlier. In $3, we do the same for the space IWnl, and compute its cohomology. Section 4 contains the main theorems. We conclude with an appendix containing the proof of a theorem of Giffen which is essential to the computation of H*(l IV,\; Q) and has not appeared elsewhere in the literature.
THEOREM

For n 2 i + 1, the cohomology H'(S,*/r,; CD) of the Satake compactifcation is isomorphic to the subspace of degree i in the polynomial algebra
We are grateful to Garland, Zucker and McDuff for their suggestions during the preparation of this paper. We would especially like to thank Giffen because his work was the starting point of this paper. $1. PRELIMINARIES 1.1. We begin with a brief discussion of simplicial spaces. We assume throughout that all our spaces have the homotopy type of a CIV-complex. Recall that a simplicial space is " a contravariant functor ATop where A is the categoey of sets { 1, . . . , n} and monotone maps, and Top is the category of topological spaces (with the homotopy type of a CW-complex) and continuous maps. Equivalently, X. may be described as a set of spaces X,, k E Z + , together with continuous face maps 3, and degeneracy maps si satisfying certain identities (see e.g. [I I]). The geometric realization of a simplicial space is the space Ix.1 = ky+ A' X x,/b, a$) -(b'y, -u)
where Ak = standard topological k-simplex, and 6': Ak-' 4 Ak is inclusion as the ith face.
(This realization is the one described by Segal in the appendix of [17] . Since all simplicial spaces appearing in this paper are "good" in the sense of Segal, this realization is homotopy equivalent to the usual one in which additional identifications are made using degeneracy maps. In fact, in general we will ignore degeneracy maps in our simplicial spaces as their existence will be obvious, and of no consequence.) A natural transformation of simplicial If qk: Xk+ yk is a homotopy (resp. homology) equivalence for all k, then Iv.1 is likewise.
1.2. We will be particularly interested in simplicial spaces arising in the following manner. Let S be a simplicial set viewed as a category whose objects are simplices and whose morphisms from a k-simplex o to a j-simplex r are morphisms a : { 1, . . . , j} --, ( 1, . . . , k} in A such that S(a)(a) = 5. In particular, if S is a simplicial complex, then there is at most one map between any two non degenerate simplicies o and z (which exists if and only if c r> 7). Let F: S+Top be a functor.zI.e., to each simplex 0 ES, we associate a ypace X0 and to each face or degeneracy map TV I-+ t we associate a continuous map X0 A X,. Then we can define a simplicial space F(S) by The natural projection F(S)+S gives a spectral sequence 391
Example
Suppose X is a topological space and {U,} is an open cover of X. Let S be the nerve of this cover and F the functor which takes OES to U, = fl U,. Then the above spectral IE.2 sequence is just the Leray spectral sequence and we have via the map IF(S)1 = u A' x V,/ 4E.s p = projection on second factor. The same holds if Xis a CW-complex and (U;} is a (closed) cover by subcomplexes.
1. 4 Let K Top be the subcategory of Top consisting of K(z, I)-spaces (i.e. spaces X with rc,(X) = 0 for i # 1) with base point and base point preserving maps. Let S be a simplicial set and assume S (or some barycentric subdivision of S) is a simplicial complex. Consider functors F: S+K Top. As one would except, the resul$ng spaces [F(S)1 are determined up to homotopy by the composite functors S-+K TopGroups.
H F
PROPOSITION. For any functor SGroups, 3 a functor S -K Top such that H = 11, 0 F. If F, F': S-rK Top are such that xl 0 F is naturally isomorphic to 71, 0 F', then IF(S)\ is homotopy equivalent to (F'(S)/.
Proof. The first statement is easily demonstrated. For a group G, let BG denote the standard classifying space, i.e. the geometric realizalion of the category with one object * and Mor (*, *) = G. This gives a functor Groups-K Top such that x, 0 B = identity. Hence we may take F = B c H. The second statement is less obvious. While we can realize the natural isomorphism rr, 0 F z xl 0 F' as a collection of homotopy equivalences h,:
we cannot necessarily do so compatibly, that is, such that the h,'s commute precisely (not just up to homotopy) with the boundary maps.
Assume S is a simplicial complex (or replace it by a subdivision which is). Let S denote the barycentric subdivision of S, and for g ES let D(c) denote the dual complex of cr, namely the subcomplex of S consisting of To see this, note that the image X,, of A" x ID(O n = dim 0, in ISI is a neighborhood of
We now construct a natural transformation 
commutes. We do this by induction on dim 7. For y = (cr& letJ;(A') = h,". Assume we have defined f6 for all 6 of dim < k. Let y = (a0 c . . . c ck). Then by (*), the maps fs, 6 c 7,
Since Map'(F(o,), F'(a,)) is contractible, this extends to a mapL, on all of Ak. By definition ofA,jdAk, this is compatible with the previously defined fb.
We can now define 6,: F,(a) = u Ak x F(a,)/ --F'(a) i'==(6"C = Ok) 0 E 00
Ak x F(o,)-' F'(o,) -a F'(o).
That these maps agree on identified points follows from (*). That they commute with the boundary maps on CJ is immediate from the definition. Thus the 6's define a natural transformation FD+F'. We claim that 6, is a homotopy equivalence. To see this, note that the retraction of ID(a)\ to its center vertex (a), is covered by a deformation retraction of F,(a) to its "center" F(o). Hence the inclusion
is a homotopy equivalence. But the restriction of fin to A0 x F(a) is our original homotopy equivalence h,. Hence & is a homotopy equivalence Va ES, and the induced map lFD(S)j-+jF'(S)( is likewise.
Remark
If T c S is a subcomplex, and CTE T, then the dual complex of cr in T is just the intersection of T with the dual complex of cr in S.
Hence the homeomorphism IQ(S)\ z (S( restricts to a homeomorphism ID(T)1 s (T(, and applying the theorem to F, F': T-+K Top gives rise to a homotopy equivalence (F(T)I+(F'(T)(
which is the restriction of the homotopy equivalence IF(S)(+(F'(S)I.
Example
Suppose G is a group and S is a simplicial G-set. That is, there is a G-action on the set of k-simplicies for each k such that all face and degeneracy maps are equivariant. Then S/G is also a simphcial set. Let X be a topological space with a G-action. Let F: S+Top be the constant functor a-*X. Then fixing a set of representatives C = (ci} for S/G, we get an induced functor S/G 2 Top, Iail H X/Stab, (a3 3
and we have
(SIG x X = IW)I/G = (UW)I.
In particular, if X is contractible with free G-action, then X/Stab, (a) % B Stab, (a) (the standard classifying space of Stab, (o)), and there is a fiber bundle with structure group G IsI -(&WG)I -X/G. (i) If i is an inclusion (resp. cofibration, resp. identification) map, then so is g. We use "cofibration" here in the sense of an inclusion map satisfying the homotopy extension property. By "identification"
we mean a surjection whose target space has the identification topology induced by this map.
(ii) Supposej is a cofibration and let M(i) denote the mapping cylinder of i. Then the pushouts of il B and iocl
M(i)
are homotopy equivalent. Hence there is a Mayer-Vietoris sequence
Moreover, if A is connected, the Van Kampen theorem applies to give n,(D) = x,(B) n;A, T(C [ 1 Borel-Serre and Satake have constructed two enlargements of G,, which we denote G;, and G,* respectively, such that the action of the discrete group r, = Sp,(Z) on 6, extends to give enlargements 6,/r,, and G,*/T, of G,,/T,, which are compact. We assume some familiarity with these compactifications and refer the reader to ( [6, 12, 16, 193) for background.
In this section, we show that 6,/r, and G,*/r, can be decomposed (up to homology equivalence) as simplicial spaces of the form F(S) as described in 1.2. In the case of t,/r,, we will show that Borel-Serre have provided us with a locally finite closed cover which gives rise to such a simplicial space.
To obtain a corresponding simplicial space for Gz/r,, we use the fact that G,*/r, is an identification space of B,/r, obtained by identifying certain points on the boundary. The basic idea is the following. Since 6,/r,, is a manifold with corners, its boundary is a deformation retract of some collar N. The image N* of this collar in 6,*/r, is likewise a neighborhood of 86,*/r, which retracts onto ~?Gz/r,,, but the interior of N* in 6,/r, has the homotopy type of the Borel-Serre boundary 8 B,/r,. Thus, if we take as a cover of 6,*/r, just GJr, and A'*, then the corresponding simplicial space is obtained by identifying This decomposition is not fine enough for our purposes, but it gives the basic picture: the Satake boundary is attached by first including and then collapsing the Borel-Serre boundary.
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2.2. Recall that the Borel-Serre boundary, 3 g,, is made up of homogeneous spaces e(P) where P ranges over 33" = (proper parabolic subgroups of Sp,(lw) defined over Qa).
For our purposes it will be convenient to think of such parabolics as stabilizers of flags. We will say a subspace L c (w'" is isotropic if L c L' where "I" is taken with respect to the form
We will call such a subspace rational if it has a rational basis. Let &t, = {non-zero rational isotropic subspaces P') 2" = A?" u (0).
Then I-, = Sp,(Z) acts transitively on the k-dimensional elements of 4, and any P E.C& can be uniquely written as
(all inclusions proper). In particular, a maximal (proper) parabolic corresponds to a single non-zero isotropic subspace and we write
Now let L E.&, and note that i induces a nondegenerate
denote the group of automorphisms of tl/L which preserve ;IL. This may be viewed as the real points of an algebraic group isomorphic to Sp 
Finally, for any algebraic Q-group G, we define as in [6] where x(G) is the group of rational characters of G, and we let R,(G) = unipotent radical of G. 
Moreover, &(P, Pi) maps "P onto "Pi.
Proof. For a maximal parabolic PL = Stab (L), there is a splitting of PL/RU(PL) into a
Cartesian product of groups,
such that the actions of PJR,,(PJ on L and L'/L give rise to natural isomorphisms
In the case where L is the subspace generated by the standard basis vectors e m+l,e,+2,..., en, we have Aut (L) = GL,_,(R), Aut (L'-IL, AL) = Sp,(R), and
The splitting for general L' is obtained by conjugation of the above groups by an element g of Sp,(Z) which takes L = (e,,,,
so conjugation of P,/R,(P,) by h -'g stabilizes S(P,) and G(P,). Hence S(P,,) = gS(P,)g -' and G(P,.) = gG(P,)g -'
are independent of the choice of g.
s L,)EB~, we have P 5 PLz and R,(P) 2 R,(P,,), so we have
WW,_,) = S,(P) x G,(P)
where
We define $(P. Pi) to be the composite P -WW',,) -
With this definition, diagram (1) of the lemma clearly commutes. Diagram (2) is easily checked using standard parabolics, that is, stabilizers of standard subspaces L, = (e,,, r, . . . , en). To see that c#J(P, P,) maps "P onto "P, we note that any homomorphism of algebraic groups G -PH takes "G into "H. But $(P, P,) has a splitting (consider the case of a standard parabolic), hence so does its restriction to "P. Therefore it maps "P onto "P,. 0 2.4. Now let K be the maximal compact subgroup of Sp,(lw) consisting of orthogonal matrices. This is the isotropy group of the point iZ, in 6,, hence we can identify 5, with K\Sp,(R). For LEA?,,, let KL (resp. I,) be the image of K fl P, (resp. r, n PL) under the
Then IL is arithmetic and by well known facts about Lie groups (see, e.g. [6] , §1.4), K Cl P, is maximal compact in P, and hence 
8, since +(PL, (P&) is reduction mod R,(P,) followed by intersection with the normal subgroup S(P,) a P,/R,(P,).)
Hence there is an enlargement of S, to a manifold with corners zL, and a Borel-Serre compactification Qr,.
We recall the following notation of Borel-Serre. For an algebraic Q-group G, a maximal compact subgroup K, and an arithmetic subgroup I, e(G) = K\"G C(G) = enlargement of e(G) to a manifold with corners
In particular, for PE~(L'/L) we have e(P) = KL rl P\'P c XL f?(P) = closure of e(P) in ZL e'(P) = KL n P\oPlP n l-' c &/r, P'(P) = closure of e'(P) in fL/r,. By Borel-Serre, the first of the above surjections extends to an identification map
B(P) -@P/R,(P))
which for Q c P, is the natural map of e(Q) onto e(Q/R,(P)). Now the parabolics of P/R,(P) = G(P) x PO are products of parabolics of G(P) and parabolics of PO (not necessarily proper). Therefore C(P/R,(P)) splits as a product
C(P/R,(P)) = C(G(P)) x C(P,,)
so the projection e(P/R,(P)) -W e(P,,) extends to a projection W/UP)) -Wo).
Hence the map (*) above extends to f(P, PO>: e(P) -P(P,).
Sincef(P, P,,) is induced by $(P, PO), it is equivariant with respect to the action of P fl r, on P(P) and Ir on Z(P,,). I.e., for geP n r,, XC(P), fV, p&T . x) = 4(PT PII>(g) .f(P? PO)(X).
Hence it induces f'(P, PO): P'(P)+B'(P,).
To definef(P, Pi) andf'(P, P,) for the general case P = Stab (L, E . . . c L,), we note that the diagram (1) Proof. In [19] , Zucker constructs a continuous surjection G,-G,,* which commutes with the action of I-,. Restricting to each e(P), it can be shown that this map is precisely f(P, Pk)le~P~.
To see that f; is an identification map, let Y denote the space whose underlying set is that of 6,*/r, and whose topology is the identification topology induced by_& Then the identity map Y-*6,*/T, is a continuous bijection from a compact space to a Hausdorff space, hence it is a homeomorphism.
THEOREM.
There is a pushout diagram of spaces whose horizontal maps are iden@cations and vertical maps are co$brations.
Proof. The fact that the diagram is a pushout is immediate from the definition of pushout (I .6). The horizontal maps are identifications by Theorem 2.6. The inclusion of the Borel-Serre boundary into the Borel-Serre compactification is a cofibration since &jr, is a manifold with corners. From the discussion. in 1.6, it follows that aG*/r,+G*/r, is also a cofibration. where P = h P, = Stab (S,, E . . ' t=O "1 c S,,). Hence the nerve of this cover is T,/T, where T, is the Tits building of proper rational parabolics of Sp,, (or equivalently, the simplicial set associated to the partially ordered set of isotropic subspaces L E&',). Since each G,/r, is a compact real analytic manifold with corners, it can be embedded in a real analytic manifold M (without boundary) such that for each x,,E&/~,,, 3 a neighborhood U of x,, in A4 and analytic functions u,, . . . , uk on U such that Qr, n u = {xEUJU~(X) 2 0, i = 1, . . . , k} ([6] , Appendix). For x,,~e'(P), the subset C'(P) fl U is defined by requiring ui(x) = 0 for some subset of the u,'s. Thus, embedding M analytically into some Euclidean space R", {C'(P)} becomes a "finite subanalytic system in R"" in the sense of Hironakap]. Hence, by Hironaka, there exists a triangulation of GJr, compatible with this system. That is, Z,/r, may be given the structure of a CW-complex such that each P'(P) is a subcomplex. As in example 1.3, therefore, the functor E TJr, -
gives rise to a simplicial space E( T,/T,) whose geometric realization is homology equivalent t0 G,ir,.
Now if we include C'(.Sp,(R)) = Z'(S,,) m our cover, we get a finite closed cover of s,,/r, (by subcomplexes) whose nerve is fn,irn where T-n is the simplicial set associated to the partially ordered set of subspaces LE,,%,,. So extending E to P"/&+ToP CT H i?' (Stab cr) C?, c, inclusion we get a simplicial space E(Fn/T,) whose geometric realization is homology equivalent to Q--,.
We remark that we may associate to CT = (L, c . . . c LJE fn the parabolic subgroup Stab GE&~, but this association is not one-to-one (as is the case for T, ~1 S,), hence elements of f,, must be specified by flags. The k-simplices of Tn,ilY, correspond to the flags Topologically, therefore TJr, is the standard n-simplex and T,/r, is the standard (n -I)-simplex.
2.9. To obtain a similar construction for G,*/r,, we use the fact that the Satake boundary is attached by collapsing the Borel-Serre boundary via the maps f(P, P,) of lemma 2.5. We can summarize $2. Let n 2 1. We have already seen in 2.8 that there are homology equivalences induced by Ak x C'(P) z C'(P) E 6,/r,.
To define we show that j': 0 6" factors through g, to give a (unique) map in and similarly for qn. By Lemma 2.5 and Theorem 2.6, the restriction off; 3 $, to the image of Ak x C(P), P = Stab (S,, c . . . c Snt), can be factored as It remains to show that qn and 4, induce isomorphisms on homology. Since both pushout diagrams have associated Mayer-Vietoris sequences (see 1.6), it suffices to show that q. induces homology isomorphisms.
Ak x t?(P)> c?'(P)
To do this, we identify T,/T, with F",_ Jr,_, by sending 
BGL(Z)+ +BSp(H)+
GL,@)-+ SP,@~
Recently, Giffen defined the category W = lim IV,, and proved that ) WI has the rational homotopy type of a delooping of 4P (Theorem 3.2). In Theorem 3.3, we use this fact to compute the rational cohomology of ) WI. Following Giffen, for a ring A, we define W(A) to be the category whose objects are pairs (P, 2) with P a finitely generated projective A-module and 1, a non-degenerate, skewsymmetric, bilinear pairing R: P x P-rA. (L, cp) where L is a direct summand of P such that L c L' s P (i.e. L is isotropic with respect to n) and
A morphism (P, A)+(P', 2') is a pair
is an isometry. Here R, denotes the pairing
To define the composition
and there are isometries
We define (L'. q') z(L. cp)=($'(L'). ~'~6).
The direct sum operation gives rise to a homotopy commutative, associative
W(A) x W(A)-+ W(A)
and hence an H-space structure on 
Proof. For X an H-space, H*(X; Q) is a primitively generated Hopf algebra whose Lie algebra of primitive elements is precisely n,(X)@Q.
By results of Bore1 on stable cohomology (where E denotes the exterior algebra over Q), and hence is a pushout diagram of spaces. (Whether one or both of the maps \p,\ and lpIl are replaced by inclusions into their mapping cylinders, the resulting pushout is the same.)
n,(BSP(h)+)OQ =
THEOREM. There is a r,,-bundle and a I-,-equicariant hamotop!, equitla/ence of the fiber F with the geometric realization 1 T,,(. qf the Tits building of Sp, over Q.
Proqf: The fact that the functor pr gives rise to a fibration is a straightforward application of Quitlen's Theorem B in [ 131. That this fibration is a I-,-bundle, follows from the fact that the base category is the standard classifying category for r,. The fiber of this bundle (again by [13] .'Theorem B) is the geometric realization of the category p$-'(Z'". This is the category whose objects are objects of IV,,,_ ,, and whose morphisms commutative diagrams i,). (where we take as representatives the standard parabolics), such that IB(r,/r,)( is homotopy equivalent to the total space of a l-,-bundle IWITnl r, x X-+Bl-,.
Comparing the previous theorem, we see that there is a homotopy equivalence Let us describe s, explicitly. Let PE T,/r,. Then we can represent P by a flag (L, c ... c L,) of non-zero isotropic summands of 27'" such that
. c L,@R) c Sp,(R).
From the proof of Theorem 3.5, we see that P corresponds to a sequence of morphisms In the notation of 92, this is the group PO n rL, associated to the parabolic subgroup P with which we began.
To obtain a simphciai space decomposition of 1 W,_ ,I, therefore, we consider the composite functor is a pushout diagram whose vertical arrows are cofibrations and horizontal arrows are identifications. To show that I, and t^, are homotopy equivalences and that I W,,l is simply connected,
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we argue by induction on n. For n = 0, both pushout squares reduce to
-1 1
Pt -Pt T,/lY, with T",-,,'m _ , as in the proof of Theorem 2.11, by subspace S, = (e,, ,, . . . , e,) c ET" with the subspace so the theorem is obvious. For n 2 1, we identify identifying the standard Si=(e,+ ,,..., e,_,) c R '@-'). Under this identification. the functors &, defined on r,jr, and on Tn _ Jr,_, are identical, and the maps agree. By induction, c _ , is a homotopy equivalence, hence t, is a homotopy equivalence.
Comparing the Mayer-Vietoris sequences associated to the two pushout squares, we conclude that c induces isomorphisms on homology. Moreover, by Theorem 3. Proof. By Theorems 2.11 and 3.8 it suffices to construct maps IE,(~"/r,)l-t(E,(~"/T,)( which induce isomorphisms on H *( -; Q) and commute with the inclusions (see the proof of 2.11). Recall that for 0 E i',/r,, we have E,(a) = P'(P,) = P(P,)/P, fl ILo and that C(P,,) is a contractible space. If the action of P,, fl rh on C(Po) were free, then E,,(a) would be a classifying space for P,, fl rLo and hence homotopy equivalent to B,,(a). Unfortunately, this is not the case. To remedy this problem, choose a prime qEH, let 5q be the field with q elements, and let rn,q = ker(r, = sp, (iz) A sp,p,) ).
Then In,4 is torsion-free and hence P Cl rn,q acts freely on E(P). Define ~(5,) = im(p n r, 2 SP"W,N and let X be a contractible topological space with a free P(F,)-action. Then C(P) x X is a contractible space and the diagonal action of P fl r, is free (where P Cl r,, acts on X via TJ, hence h(P) x X/P fl r, is a K(lr, I)-space with fundamental group P fl r,. Moreover, projection on the first factor gives a map C(P) x X/P n r, --+ ~(P)/P n r, = Z'(P) such that if x G(P) and [x] = image of x in P'(P), then h -'([xl) = X/r, (Stab (x)). This space is connected and has trivial rational homology. Approximating X by finite subcomplexes, we can apply the Vietoris mapping theorem to conclude that h induces isomorphisms on rational homology, (cf. Thus we get a functor (This is the functor CD, of 2.9 "'reduced mod q".) Now let _u be a functor from Groups to Top which takes a group G to a base-pointed contractible space with free G-action and takes a homomorphism h: G-G' to a base-point preserving map X(G)+X(G') which commutes with the group actions. (For example. we may take X(G) to be the geometric realization of the category with one object for each element of G and a unique morphism between any two objects.) Then Z(PO) x .Y(P,(ff,))/P, n T,,. is a classifying space for PO fl Tno and there is a functor .
of proposition 3.5. By [18] , \T,,[ has the homotopy type of a wedge of (n -I)-spheres, so the Serre spectral sequence for the fibration gives isomorphisms for j <n -2. By the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for the pushout diagram, therefore, the maps are also isomorphisms for j I n -2.
(2) 9 is homotopy equivalent to BGL(Z)+ x Z; and (3) 6 is CD-t'!omotopy equivalent to BSp(Z)+ x Z (i.e. 3 an H-space map BSp(Z)+ x Z+b which induces isomorphisms on rc,(-)@Q).
Proof. We recall some notation and theorems of Quillen from [8] . Let P(Z) = category of finitely generated projective Z-modules S = Iso P(Z) = monoidal category of objects and isomorphisms in P(Z) Q = Q-construction on P(Z).
In addition, we let Sp = Iso W(Z) = monoidal category of objects and isomorphisms in W(Z).
Then Quillen constructs a fibration sequence of categories
S-'S-4-'E+Q
where E (and hence S'E) is a contractible category and the geometric realization of S'S is an H-space homotopy equivalent to BGL(Z)' x Z. (In the following, we will often confuse a category or functor with its geometric realization, and say, e.g. that some functor is a homotopy equivalence between two categories.)
To obtain the fibration of our theorem, we note that W = W(Z) resembles a Q-construction in that a morphism
(L, cp): (P, i)-+(P', 2')
in W may be viewed as a pair of maps inc
PbLlHP'
and the composition of two morphisms corresponds to a pullback as in a Q-construction. The symbols H and -N here denote "admissible" mono-and epimorphisms, i.e. those whose cokernel and kernel, respectively, are also projective. Thus, forgetting the pairings 1, on objects (P, A), we obtain a forgetful functor W+Q. (The careful reader will note that.we have reversed the arrows in W in order to make this functor covariant. That is, we are actually working with W = W(Z)Op. As the geometric realization of a category is the same as that of its opposite category, this in no way affects the theorem.) Pulling back via this functor we get a pullback fibration
Here the object and morphism sets of X are defined as set-theoretic pullbacks. The direct sum operation, 0, induces compatible H-space structures on W, S-'E, and Q, and hence likewise on the pullback X. Thus it remains only to identify the rational homotopy type of x.
We recall from [8] that an object in E is a short exact sequence (1)
Let E, be the pullback There is a fiber-preserving action of S = Iso P(Z) on E given by
T+(A c B)=(T@A c T@B)
and hence an induced action on Esp. Inverting this action, we obtain a diagram
S-'E,,-S-'E 1 4
W-Q
which is again a pullback diagram and hence X = S-'Esp.
Now consider the connected components of Esp. We claim that each component contains exactly one isomorphism class of objects of the form 0 E C. (Note that the pairing R, on C must be nonsingular.) For, given any object A c B, a splitting of the inclusion gives rise to a morphism AEB
I r 0 E B/A @f(A)
where H(A) = A 0 A *, A * = dual module of A. And conversely, if A_cB I: I arc is a morphism in Es,,, then condition (ii) on morphisms implies that P(A) is isotropic in C and its perpendicular space with respect to 2.c is B(B). Since 2, is nonsingular, we have
C 2 B(A)LIP(A)OH(P(A)) z BiA@H(A).
Hence the connected components of EsP correspond to connected components of Sp. These, in turn, are determined by rank C. We denote by E,,(n) the component of 0 c C, rank C = 2n.
One would like, now, to compare E,, with Sp by sending A E B to B/A@H(A). However, there is no natural way to extend a morphism (A E B)+(A' G B') in EsP to an isomorphism B/A @H(A) z B'/A'OH(A').
We therefore introduce an intermediate category, J&, in which such extensions are specified. The objects of I?_+ are admissible inclusions A C_ A' c C where C l obj Sp is equipped with a nonsingular pairing ;Cc, and A is isotropic with respect to I,. A morphism in I?+ from A c A' E C to A' E A" G C' is an isomorphism g: C z C' in Sp such that
There is an obvious functor
F: &---+E SF
which forgets C and takes g: C z C' to
There is also an action of S on II?& by
T+(AE A' G C)=(T@A c T@AL E H(T)@C).
This commutes with F, inducing a functor
By construction, I?+ projects onto Sp via (A c A' E C) w C. The projection functor, restricted to each component, is clearly fibered (in the sense of Quillen [13] ) and the fiber over C is the partially ordered set of isotropic subspaces of C. This has an initial object 0, hence the fiber is contractible and ,!? sP+Sp is a homotopy equivalence. Now let S act on gsP as above and on Sp by
T + C = H(T)@C TES, CESP.
Then S-'E,,+S -'Sp is likewise fibered with the same, contractible fibers and hence is also a homotopy equivalence. Finally, following Quillen's argument in [8] , we observe that S-'Sp is an N-space whose connected components are homotopy equivalent (since S acts transitively on q(Sp)), and
H*(S-'Sp) = n,(S)-'H*(Sp) = P x 19 H*(Sp,(Z)).
We conclude that S-'Sp, and hence S-'~I?~~ is homotopy equivalent to BSp(Z)+ x E. Since S-'Es,, is also an H-space with homotopy equivalent components indexed by Z, it remains only to prove the following lemma. = n, and show that any two such objects are isomorphic. In this case, the automorphisms of x are automorphisms of A E A' which induce the identity on AL/A. This group may be identified with the quotient c"n.k of Gn.k given by %k -Gn.kGn.k
Adding ZEobj S to Iso, (P\8) (resp. Iso, (Pi@)) gives rise to an inclusion Gn,k 4 G,, ,,k (resp. G",., 4 G",,,.,). Then To complete the lemma, therefore, it suffices to show that rcn,k induces isomorphisms on HY( ; 02) for n % 4, k. Actually, we will show that x,,~ induces isomorphisms on W( ; Cl) for n $ 4. k. Clearly this is equivalent. Fix n and k. Let where M n_k,2k(C) = additive group of (n -k) by (2k) complex matrices, and S,,_,(C) = additive group of symmetric (n -k) by (n -k) complex matrices. The action of SL,_k(Z) on Jt, (resp. 9'J is induced by lifting an element of SL,_.#> to SG,, (resp. SG,,J and conjugating. A straightforward computation shows that the resulting action on n/r, -,J@) is given by (ii) (Vnek, t,,_J contains no non-zero submodules on which SL, _&R) acts trivially.
(iii) The coefficients of the weights of T,*_,, expressed as a sum of simple roots of SL,_,, are bounded above by some integer m, independent of n.
The first hypothesis, (i), follows immediately from our discussion above since _K, and Y, are complex vector spaces and the actions of SL,_,(Z) defined above clearly extend to actions of SL,_,(R). Let ( Vn-k, T,-~) = 4da09', viewed as SL,_k(R)-modules.
To verify (ii), we show that for n sufficiently large, zero cannot be a weight of T~_~. W, CT) ). Now the ith exterior product of a representation is a subrepresentation of the i-fold tensor product, hence JH, is a submodule of &&w, a)) = &b( w, c)).
Next, consider the two-fold tensor product &( W, a). The linear transformation
Cn-kQ@"-k -
Mn-k.,,-k(@)
